The turbulence-induced quasi-linear particle flux of a highly-charged, collisional impurity species is calculated from the electrostatic gyrokinetic equation including collisions with the bulk ions and the impurities themselves. The equation is solved by an expansion in powers of the impurity charge number Z. In this formalism, the collision operator only affects the impurity flux through the dynamics of the impurities in the direction parallel to the magnetic field. At reactor-relevant collisionality, the parallel dynamics is dominated by the parallel electric field, and collisions have a minor effect on the turbulent particle flux of highly-charged, collisional impurities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent measurement in the stellarator Wendelstein 7-X indicate that the impurity transport is dominated by turbulent diffusion 1, 2 . Diffusion coefficients two orders of magnitude larger than those calculated from collisional transport have been measured for iron impurities 2 , and the impurity confinement time appears to be insensitive to the impurity charge number 3 -in contradiction to predictions for collisional transport 4 .
On the other hand, the experimental observations may be consistent with recent theoretical calculations of the transport due to electrostatic turbulence 5 , which, for heavy species, give transport coefficients independent of the impurity charge and mass 5, 6 . However, the calculation in Ref. 5 does not include collisions, which could have a significant effect on heavy impurities due to their high charge and high collision frequency. The present paper addresses this shortcoming by including collisions in the calculation of the quasi-linear impurity flux.
Previous analytical work has shown that collisions with the impurities themselves do not significantly affect the impurity flux in tokamaks 7 . This calculation can be generalized, without additional complications, to also apply to stellarators, which is done in Sec. III A. However, the calculation in Ref. 7 did not include collisions between impurities and bulk ions, which could, in principle, modify the impurity flux. In Sec. III B, we show that impurity-ion collisions provide only a small correction to the previous results unless the charge number of the impurities is comparable to the inverse bulk-ion collisionality. Our result thus strengthens the conclusions of Ref. 5 
II. EQUATION FOR HEAVY IMPURITIES
The linearized electrostatic gyrokinetic equation for impurities is
a) Electronic mail: stefan.buller@mpg.de where g z is the non-adiabatic part of the perturbed impurity distribution function, g z = f z − (1 − Zeφ/T z )f Mz , f z the full impurity distribution function, f Mz a Maxwellian with temperature T z and density n z , φ the fluctuating electrostatic potential, and e the elementary charge. Both g z and φ have been written as g z =ĝ z (l)e −iωt+iS , where (in ballooning space) S satisfies B · ∇S = 0 and ∇S = k ⊥ , where B is the magnetic field and l is the arc length along B. The magnetic field is written as B = ∇ψ × ∇α, and the wave-vector as
The collision operator C will be specified explicitly in Sec. III. The diamagnetic frequency
where J 0 is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind, and Ω z = ZeB/m z . In (1) and throughout the rest of this paper, gradients are taken with λ = v 2 ⊥ /(Bv 2 ) and v fixed. Given a solution to (1), we calculate the quasi-linear impurity flux using 5
where I denotes the imaginary part and the brackets denote a flux-surface average
A. Expansion in powers of Z −1
As in Ref. 7, we solve (1) for a highly-charged impurity species by expanding the equation in powers of Z. We assume
corresponding to a highly-charged, heavy trace impurity species. As the impurities are only a trace, they will not affect the electrostatic potential, which is set by the bulk ions and electrons. Thus, we assume that the impurities merely respond to ion-scale turbulence, and that ω is comparable to the ion diamagnetic frequency ω * i . We order the impurity frequencies in powers of Z by relating them to the corresponding bulk ion frequencies
where we order the bulk ion frequencies as equal ω bi ∼ ω di . Here, ω ba is the bounce or transit frequency of species a, v ∇ g a ∼ ω ba g a . The collision operator is ordered as
We expandĝ z and (1) in powers of Z −1 ,
(1/2) z which has the solutionĝ (0) z = (Zeφ/T z ) f Mz , and gives no impurity flux when inserted into (2).
The Z −1/2 order equation is
so that alsoĝ
yields no flux when inserted into (2), since
for collisions that preserve the number of impurities. The Z −1 order equation is
=ω dzĝ
where we have expanded the Bessel function J 0 . The corresponding particle flux receives contributions from all but the last term on the right-hand side
The terms in this expression are fluxes due to magnetic curvature, parallel compressibility 8 , and ordinary diffusion. The curvature and diffusion terms were also found in Ref. 5 , along with a thermodiffusion term, which is smaller in Z −1 and thus absent to this order. The parallel compressibility term is absent in the calculation of Ref. 5, since no distinction was made between the smallness of the impurity bounce-and drift-frequency. In (15), collisions give no direct contribution to the flux, but will affect the flux indirectly through g (1/2) in the parallel compressibility term. To quantify the effects of collisions, we thus have to solve (12) for g (1/2) , which we do in the next section.
III. SOLVING FORĝ
Before solving (12), we note that only the part ofĝ
that is odd in v will contribute to the flux (15). We thus split (12) into an odd and even part, where the odd part is
where the "−" superscript indicates the part ofĝ z and C[ĝ
] that is odd in v . To solve (16), we need an explicit expression for the collision operator. We write
where C zz and C zi are the impurity-impurity and impurity-ion collision operators, respectively. In the limit where finite Larmor-radius effects can be neglected, we can use the expressions for the Fokker-Planck collision operator from collisional transport theory directly onĝ z . This is easily justifiable for the impurities, which have a small Larmor radius due to their large charge. For the reminder of this paper, we thus simplify the notation by omitting the hats on g z and φ.
(1/2) z
The relative size of the impurity-impurity and impurity-ion operators is 4
and will be taken to be O (1) in our orderings. It is nevertheless instructive to take the limit where C zz [g z ] ≫ C zi [g z ], to demonstrate why impurity-impurity collisions cannot affect the impurity flux.
A. Impurity-impurity collisions only
For
= v f M is in the null-space of the collision operator 4 , in the sense that C zz [v f M ] = 0. The solution to (16) then becomes
This result, previously found in Ref. 7, would also have been obtained from (16) without the collision operator, and is thus not affected by impurity-impurity collisions. Inserting (19) into (15) and writing out ω = ω r + iγ, the parallel compressibility contribution to the particle flux becomes
The right-hand side of (20) follows from B∇ X = 0 for any single-valued X; also recall that λ and v are kept fixed when evaluating ∇v . We compare this flux to the flux due to ordinary diffusion. From the last term in (15), the diffusive flux is of the size
whereupon the relative contribution of (20) to the flux becomes
where we have used
Here, a is the minor radius. For a stellarator with N field-periods and major radius R, we can use the rough estimate
based on the picture of φ as a standing wave on each period of the stellarator 9,10 . The ratio (22) thus scales as the inverse aspect-ratio squared. For parameters typical of iontemperature-gradient turbulence in Wendelstein 7-X (k ⊥ ρ i ∼ 10 −1 to 10 0 ; k a ∼ 2.5×10 −1 ), the ratio (22) is about 5 to 5 × 10 −2 , where the larger value corresponds to turbulence with smaller k ⊥ ρ i . We thus conclude that it could make a significant contribution to the impurity flux. In the next section, we show how this contribution is modified by impurity-ion collisions.
B. Effects of impurity-ion collisions
We have shown that impurity self-collisions have no effect on the quasi-linear particle flux of highly-charged impurities. This result is applicable in the limit where highly-charged impurities are a trace Z 2 n z /n i ≪ 1 with exceptionally large mass, m z /m i ≫ n i /(Z 2 n z ), and hinges on the fact that the solution to (16) without impurity-impurity collisions is in the null-space of C zz . To generalize these results to impurities without exceptionally large mass, we need to include the effects of impurity-ion collisions.
Neglecting finite Larmor-radius effects, the impurity-ion collision operator is (to lowest order in m i /m z ) 11
where
with ∇ v the gradient operator in velocity space; and
where f i is the bulk ion distribution. A can be interpreted as the flow velocity the impurities would reach due to collisions with the bulk ions, in absence of other forces 11 . The collision frequency isν
with ln Λ the Coulomb-logarithm and ǫ 0 the permittivity of vacuum. To simplify the notation, we also introduce the modified impurity-ion collision frequency
With C = C zz + C zi in (16), the Ansatz g
where we have used C zz [v f Mz ] = 0 and K[v f Mz ] = −v f Mz . Note that impurity-impurity collisions again have no effect, as the solution is in the null-space of C zz . Impurity-ion collisions, on the other hand, both modify the response to the parallel electric field, and provide a new source for g (1/2)− z through the friction force between the impurities and bulk ions.
The relative size of the ion-impurity friction and the electric field terms in (29) is, assuming eφ/T z ∼ ρ i /a, A ∼ ρ i v T i /a (appropriate since A is a flow velocity),
which is essentially Z times the bulk-ion collisionality divided by k a. As any fusion reactor will be in a low collisionality regime aν ii /v T i ≪ 1, the above ratio will likely be small. I: Collisionalityν ii a/v T i calculated for different scenarios. Z u ≡ 0.3v T i /(ν ii a) refers to the charge number at which impurity-ion collisions are expected to have an order unity effect on the flux due to parallel compressibility (32). The parameters are taken form the following scenarios: W7-X -LBO impurity study 3 ; TJ-II -LBO impurity study 12 ; LHD -TESPEL impurity study 13 . In Z u we used k a ∼ k ⊥ ρ i ∼ 0.3 to obtain one estimate for both (30) and (31).
However, it can be significant in smaller fusion experiments, such as TJ-II, as shown in Tab. I. Likewise, the effect of the iν ′ zi in the denominator can be estimated as
which again scales as Z times the bulk-ion collisionality. Thus, in the limit where Γ comp z is significant (the ratio (22) is large, k a > k ⊥ ρ i ), the collisional modification of the response to ∇ φ in (29) is more important than the drive due to ion-impurity friction, but both of these modifications are likely small in the Large Helical Device and Wendelstein 7-X, and will be yet smaller in a fusion reactor.
Including both of the impurity-ion collisional modifications, the parallel compressibility flux becomes
It is difficult to draw any detailed conclusions from this expression, as the A∇ φ * term causes the flux to both depend on the phase of the imaginary φ and the ion-impurity friction force, which are beyond the scope of this work.
IV. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
We have included impurity-ion collisions in the calculation of the quasi-linear particle flux of highly-charged impurities. The lack of collisions was thought to be one of the main shortcomings of previous analytical calculations 5 , and it can indeed affect the impurity flux if the bulk ion collisionality times the charge number of the impurity is not small. This effect could thus be significant in present days experiments, in particular experiments with low ion temperature, such as TJ-II, but is not expected to be important in a fusion reactor or in larger fusion experiments.
As this result was based on an expansion in the largeness of the impurity charge number, it is not applicable to species with low charge -such as carbon -at least not in a quantitative sense. Indeed, for electrons, collisions can have a large effect on the electron particle transport, especially at low k y ρ i -values 14 , if the electron-ion collision frequency is comparable to the mode frequency and/or drift frequency. However, for a highly charged species, the distribution function is predominantly set by the local value of the electrostatic potential and its parallel derivative, and collisions have a small effect.
